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Toocki Charging Cable A-L, 1m, 12W (Grey)
Use the USB-A to Lightning cable from Toocki to quickly charge your iPhone or iPad. The product provides an amperage of up to 2.4 A
and is equipped with a small display that allows you to check the power in real time. Using it, you will also transfer your files at speeds of
up to 480 Mbps. The cable is also highly durable and resistant to damage.
 
Short charging time
Reduce the charging time of your devices. The Toocki cable offers an amperage of up to 2.4 A, so you can charge your tablet or phone
very  quickly.  You  also  don't  have  to  worry  about  damaging  the  battery  of  the  equipment  you're  charging  -  a  smart  chip  ensures  its
safety. The product also has a built-in screen that displays the charging power in real time.
 
Fast file transfer
Now you can transfer your photos or videos between devices much faster. The Toocki cable provides transmission speeds of up to 480
Mbps, so you can copy files in no time. Forget about waiting too long and save time!
 
Thoughtful design
The cable  features  a  reinforced tin-plated  copper  cable  that  guarantees  stable  charging  and transmission.  The  nylon  braid  protects  it
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from damage and makes it more resistant to bending or pulling. It is also distinguished by transparent elements that give it an original,
modern character.
 
Brand
Toocki
Name
A-L 2.4A fast charging data cable
Model
TXCLZX0G-01
Color
Gray
Type
USB-A to Lightning
Current
2.4 A max.
Transmission speed
Up to 480 Mbps
Material
PC braided
Cable length
1 m

Price:

€ 5.50

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB do Lightning
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